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from the truck into slings on the monorail rail 
system.

 § BIN-TO-BELT SORT: For a smaller space that process-
es many low-volume items.

 § CART SORT: Handle lower-volume sorts manually 
without costing additional labor.

Washer Loading System
A monorail system frees up floor space by getting 
wash loads overhead, while automatically delivering 
the right product to the right washer, with an accu-
rate load size, at the right time.

Dryer Loading Sling System
Cakes transfer directly from the press to a sling and 
into a dryer loading loop. When a dryer is ready, the 
sling automatically transfers the cake onto a convey-
or which loads the dryer, allowing loads from any 
tunnel to go to any dryer, and offering flexibility for 
future additions.

Clean Delivery Systems
Automatically transfers dryer loads to slings on the 
rail system, with reduced labor and more open space.

A Full Range of Solutions:
 § Cart Dumpers
 § Carts
 § Break-Up Tables
 § Conveyors
 § Impact Tables
 § Cake Breakers

MATERIAL HANDLING CONTROLS

Kannegiesser ETECH’s eVue software puts an end-
less stream of production data at your fingertips. 
Choose from operator interfaces and dashboards, 
text alerts, apps and emailed reports to stay informed.

eVue Control
A reliable, secure & intuitive web-based system to:

 § Balance Workflow
 § Organize Inventory
 § Maintain Performance
 § Establish Accountability

eVue Metrics
Provides accurate, clear and real-time reporting to:

 § Inform Decision-Makers
 § Inspire Employees
 § Alert Maintenance

eVue Labor
Tracks real-time machine and employee productiv-
ity to:

 § Benchmark Processes
 § Establish Goals
 § Evaluate Results
 § Educate Employees

For more information about Kannegiesser ETECH’s 
end-to-end solutions, visit kannegiesser-etech.com 
or call 612.722.1366. TS

KANNEGIESSER 
ETECH MATERIAL 
HANDLING SYSTEMS: 
BECAUSE EVERY 
DETAIL MATTERS.

A well-designed logistics operation helps you 
realize efficiencies at every step of your pro-
cess. That is why Kannegiesser ETECH has 

continued to innovate for over 50 years.

That innovation is built into every aspect of Kan-
negiesser ETECH’s newest generation of products. 
Our eRail systems and eVue software systems are 
designed, customized, programmed and supported 
by people who understand the daily challenges of 
all types of laundries—healthcare, hospitality, linen 
supply, industrial and textile manufacturing.

SERVICES AND CAPABILITIES

We combine engineering and experience to provide 
the best solution. Our extensive industry knowledge 
is backed by our superior software, engineering, 
manufacturing, and installation capabilities. Count 
on us for the most innovative products and expert 
service.

 § Sales Engineering
 § Mechanical and Equipment Engineering
 § Project Management
 § Manufacturing and Assembly
 § Software Design
 § Installation
 § System Commissioning
 § Training
 § Parts Sales
 § 24/7/365 Support

SYSTEMS AND SOLUTIONS

Kannegiesser ETECH thinks of everything from the 
optimal footing for your workers to the easiest user 
experience for your software. The result is innova-
tive, seamless, optimized, integrated, end-to-end 
material handling solutions shaped by our experi-
ence and built around your workflow. Here are some 
of the solutions we consider.

Sorting Solutions

 § CONTINUOUS SORT-ON-RAIL: Highest volume 
option.

 § SORT ON RAIL: For higher volume continuous sort-
ing with hopper capacity options.

 § LOAD ON RAIL:  Operators or drivers at the loading 
dock can load materials (such as mats) directly 

 612.722.1366  • www.kannegiesser-etech.com

“We see the benefits from our dual Continuous and Bin-
to-Belt sorting decks, more automation means we can 
process more items with less manual handling of soiled 
linen. The new sorting area in our Livingston plant is a 
big step forward in automation and that makes the entire 
process allot faster and safer for everyone.” 
—Jim Hernandez – Emerald Textiles Director 

of Engineering
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